PortView
Interactively explore any port’s activity anywhere in the world
 Provides a dynamic view of every port, terminal, berth and anchorage
 Compares and benchmarks any port’s operations and markets
 Updated daily and with 6 years of history
 Supports commercial and marine operations
 Integrates with your data, is easy to use and is customised for each business role
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PortView is a comprehensive database providing a dynamic
representation of each port’s markets and operations.
We carefully select over 1,000 global open and commercial sources spanning AIS, trade,
economic and financial data. With daily updates, PortView integrates and orientates this
data specifically to your point of view: zoom in to see your activities and zoom out to see
those of your customers and competitors.
Arkevista PortView is a fast, efficient and convenient way to identify business opportunities
by harnessing the wealth of available data on your customers and competitors, their
changing relationships, activities and the events that affect them.

Port of
interest

Activities of 50,000 ports, terminals,
berths and anchorages

Changing voyage patterns of 200,000
vessels

Details of 17 billion vessel movements,
port visits and voyages

Changing relationships of 20,000
owners, operators and managers
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Focused for business
By showing your port activity in relation to other ports, Arkevista PortView
provides intelligence on your operations, customers, prospects and competitors
to help you sustain business, adapt and grow.

SUSTAIN

ADAPT

GROW

OPTIMISE SERVICE DELIVERY

ANTICIPATE AND MANAGE
CHANGE

INCREASE AWARENESS OF
OPPORTUNITIES

Analyse trends so that you can
understand how customers are being
served, how to sustain relationships
and deliver an optimal level of
service.

Understand how customers are being
served by the ports they use and
where you can improve by analysing
long-term trends through to detailed
handling of individual vessels.

With PortView at your finger tips
you can drill into your market and
competitors’ activities to identify
potential customers that fit your
ideal profile.

 Monitor every stage of a vessel’s
movement in every port

 Monitor activity and be alerted to
changes so you can respond

 Identify and understand areas of
congestion, slow handling and
service provision

 Manage change with performance
indicators and metrics that have
clear explanatory detail

 Track local, regional and interregional trade and identify target
customers

 Benchmark customer service
levels against competitors to
prioritise improvements

 Track rapidly changing regional
and global trading patterns to
explore how these affect you

Informing delivery to retain
current business

Evolving and responding to your
markets

 Compete more effectively by
providing prospective customers
with clear evidence of your
performance against your
competitors

Identifying and winning business
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Features and functions
Commercial and marine operations are supported by a versatile and extensive range of dashboards,
reports, graphs, indices and metrics.

Measure activity and performance over time
Arkevista PortView continuously tracks the activities of all ports and provides a comprehensive range of port
performance metrics and indices.
An extensive range of functions allow you to either replay individual vessel movements or review activity
from a range of perspectives that include customer, vessel type, anchorage, terminal, berth or stage of vessel
handling.
There are tools to review schedule adherence, resource utilisation levels, and identify patterns and locations
of congestion. Key services are covered, such as towage, pilotage and dredging.

SEE ALL OF YOUR ACTIVITY IN ONE PLACE

Review port operations and service delivery
Performance metrics and benchmarks track how you are delivering. When you want to investigate further
you can playback and review over 6 years of your port’s activity. Different views enable you to select and
investigate past activity, trends and performance from different perspectives. Information is presented to
help you examine delivery of particular services. For example, you can see:


Full cycle of pilotage, towage, lock and berth operations



Points where vessels are consistently waiting or being held



Which vessels are using areas of navigation channels so that you can optimise dredging



Highlighted areas of congestion and high risk, prioritised for attention

DETAILED LOG OF PORT SERVICING ACTIVITY TO SUPPORT MARINE OPERATIONS

Interactively explore any port’s activity
anywhere in the world

Focus on different aspects of
your port operations

Compare and benchmark your port with others
Arkevista PortView enables you to compare and contrast your port to your competitors’ or to similar
operations anywhere in the world. Comparisons are possible at every stage of vessel handling from arrival to
departure and by customer and vessel type.
Detailed economic data and trade data is integrated and related to every port so a port’s commercial
performance can be understood in the context of its particular market conditions.
Tools are provided that support the analysis of opportunities and threats, the assessment of risks and to
compare the relative strengths and weaknesses of ports.

POWERFUL TOOLS TO SUPPORT YOUR PLANNING

Support business growth
Performance metrics and competitor benchmarks provide evidence of the quality of the service you deliver,
helping you to retain and win new business.
Target traffic currently using competitor ports in your region: voyages of vessels and movements that match
your particular profile of interest are presented so you can track the traffic by type, operator, route and ports
of origin and destination.
PortView traffic volumes, by product and commodity type, can be used as an input into econometric models.
In conjunction with economic forecasts from the IMF, WTO and World Bank, these can estimate future traffic
and trade.

DEVELOP BUSINESS WITH MARKET, ECONOMIC AND COMPETITOR INTELLIGENCE

Integrating data with Arkevista PortView
PortView has an open data architecture and interfaces so you can easily integrate data with other information
systems.

PortView

Additional data feeds of your own such as air quality measurements, road traffic volumes, your own AIS data,
aids to navigation and other operational sources can be easily imported, analysed and visualised.
Data can be easily extracted into a range of standard formats to support simulations, modelling and enhance
any of your existing applications or business intelligence solutions.

INTEGRATE ARKEVISTA PORTVIEW WITH YOUR OWN DATA TO INCREASE ITS POWER
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Designed for you
We recognise that every port is different, so as standard PortView is customised for you. We create
specific activity profiles to report on operations and identify your target customers and competitor
ports. Different users are set up with their own accounts providing specific views suited to their role and
function.

Business leaders

Analysts

Data scientists

At-a-glance dashboards and reports

Full drill-down and filtering

Rich fully related and structured data

For business leaders and managers, it
provides an ‘at-a-glance’ dashboard of key
operational and commercial metrics of any
port or terminal, allowing you to monitor the
performance of your operations and easily
compare your activities to other ports and to
market trends.

For managers and business analysts, it offers
full ‘drill-down’ and filtering capabilities to
allow you to explore the data interactively
and understand precisely what is behind the
metrics, so you can identify and make the
most of all opportunities it highlights.

For business analysts, developers and data
scientists, it provides rich, fully related and
structured datasets that can be fused with
your own data to provide your organisation
with a rich and comprehensive foundation of
data for your various business applications.

100%
From a global overview
to berth level detail,
we have it covered
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Get started today
There are two ways you can access
Arkevista PortView:
Versatile
PortView for desktops, tablets and smartphones
Data is fully related and structured to give
it maximum versatility. It is available in all
common formats compatible with a wide
range of common business tools.

You can be up and running immediately with our cloud-based
application - that you can use anywhere via the Internet.
This gives you access to the PortView dashboards, reports and
analysis tools.

PortView dedicated data interface
You can harness the power of Arkevista PortView data directly
within your own applications and business intelligence solutions.

Easy to use
Each dataset can be fully configured to
provide you with the metrics you need. We
provide you with custom designed queries,
reports and visualisations so that it works
straight out of the box.

An Arkevista PortView licence gives you full access to detailed
vessel-level data for your port and full performance details for
every other port, terminal and anchorage in the world.
Pricing is simple. It is based on the time period you want the data
to cover.

Discover what PortView can do
Reliable
Our data is designed to support business
decisions. It is fused from a wide range
of authoritative sources that include
satellites and published databases from
national and international organisations.

Call Peter Holland on +44 (0)7887 650335
to arrange a free demonstration with
real data for your ports of interest

50,000 +

Global coverage including all major
lakes and inland waterways

Ports, terminals and anchorages

200,000 +
Vessels and their operators

Detailed records available since 2012
17,500,000,000 +
Voyages, port visits and movements
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